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TELL US!

HAWK HELPER S

My family and I were hiking in
the
woods when we came across
a redtailed hawk. It had an injured
wing, so
it couldn’t fly. We carefully cap
tured
the bird and kept it safe while
we
waited for a Department of Na
tural
Resources officer to arrive. He
re’s
a photo of my brother, Luke,
and
me with the officer before he
took
the hawk to a rehabilitation
center
(above).
Weston B., Ohio

HE’S Ą
WINNER!
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On pages 14–17, you can lear
n about life
in a pond. Is there a pond
or lake near
you? Or maybe a river or mar
sh? Tell us
about the wildlife you see
when you go
there. Why not create a colo
rful drawing
of your watery place, too?
Send your
letters and artwork to:
Ranger Rick
11100 Wildlife Center Dr.
Reston, VA 20190-5362
E-mail: rick@nw f.org
We enjoy reading ever yon
e’s letters. We wish
we had room to print them
all! All letters,
drawings, and photos bec
ome the property of
the National Wildlife Federat
ion.

Meet Doug Gimesy, the
winner of our 2021 Ranger
Rick Photographer of the Yea
r
Award! Do you remember
“Wild
Roommates” in last Augus
t’s issue?
He took all of the photos of
the rescued
baby wombats in that story.
(You can
check them out at Ranger
Rick.org/wombats.)
Doug is Australian and foc
uses on the amazing anima
ls that
live in his countr y. Here he
is with a dingo pup on his
sho
uld
er
(above). He told us, “You don
’t have to travel far from hom
e to experience some incredible wildlif
e.” In 2019 and 2020, we fea
ture
d some of
his spectacular shots of oth
er Australian animals: little
pen
guins and
bats called grey-headed flyi
ng foxes. Many of the specie
s
Do
ug pho tographs face terrible thre
ats, such as climate change
and
habitat loss.
But he hopes his pic tures
will inspire people to take
act
ion
to protec t
these animals. Doug also has
“advice” for anyone who wa
nts to take
photos of bats. He says, “I’v
e had lots of bats poop on
me
.
Just don’t
look up at them in awe wh
ile your mouth is open!”
Congratulations, Doug!
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What do you
think about this
month’s issue
of Ranger Rick?
Scan this QR code to take
our survey.

What happened when
the skunk wrote a book?

It became a “best smeller.”
Mara Y., Texas

Where do dogs
leave their cars?

In barking lots.
Quincy S., Ąustralia

What kind of sneakers
do male deer wear?

Ree-BUCKS.

Isabella M., Pennsylvania

Who steals soap
from bathtubs?

Ą robber ducky.
Sydney B., Illinois

What do you call a cow
that does magic tricks?

The Great Mooo-dini.
Danny J., Vermont

Why was the bee fired
from the barbershop?

It only knew how
to give BUZZ cuts.
Kipp V., Ąrizona

What’s a pirate’s
favorite animal?

Ąn arrrrrr-madillo.
Ąlex B., Virginia

WANT TO JOIN THE FUN? Submit your favorite nature riddle to RangerRick.org/jokes or send your riddle with your full name
and address to Reader Riddles; Ranger Rick; 11100 Wildlife Center Dr.; Reston, VA 20190-5362; E-mail: rick@nwf.org. We like
reading all the riddles from our readers. We’re sorry, but there’s room to print only some of them. All submissions become the
property of the National Wildlife Federation.
ART BY DEBBIE PALEN
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A bear is a bear
is a bear, right?
Not quite!
It’s true that all bears have
certain things in common,
such as furry bodies, huge
claws, short tails, and long
snouts with a great sense
of smell. Also, most of them
are omnivores (AHM-nuhvorz), which means they’ll
eat both plants and animals.
But bear species also
have differences from each
other, whether it’s how they
look, where they live, or
what their very favorite
foods are. There’s no such
thing as an average bear!

Whoa!
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Stand Tall

A grizzly bear, also called
brown bear, is one of the
biggest bears. When one
stands up on its hind legs like
this, it can be twice as tall
as you are! Bears sometimes
stand to pick up a scent or get
a better look at something.
You may have seen photos
of grizzly bears feasting on
salmon in rivers. Fish is a
favorite of grizzlies, but there
are lots of other things on
their menu, too. They’ll eat
everything from plants to
small mammals to insects!

DONALD M. JONES (6-7); ART BY JOHN GALLAGHER (6-11)
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Big Eater
A giant panda is easy to recognize. With
its black-and-white fur, it looks very
different from other bears.
If a panda made a to-do list, it would
look a lot like this: Eat bamboo. Sleep.
Eat more bamboo. Bamboo grows in
the panda’s mountain forest home
and is the bear’s main food. To get
enough nutrition from bamboo, a
panda needs to spend 10 to 16
hours a day eating it. The bear’s
back teeth are flat to crush the
plant’s leaves, shoots, and stems.
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KATHERINE
YA SHPA L RAFENG /M INDEN PICT
URES (8) >;
THORE/ NA
TUREPL .COM
(9) >

A panda
is black and
white and cute
all over!

N a me G a me
The name sloth bear might confuse you. Is the animal a sloth? Is
it a bear? Turns out, it’s all bear. But when it was first discovered,
a scientist thought it was related to a sloth because it has shaggy
fur and long claws and sometimes hangs out in trees.
But a sloth bear isn’t anything like a slow-moving, sleepy
sloth. It spends a lot of time busily—and noisily—searching for
and eating food. A sloth bear’s year-round favorite meal is insects, especially termites, and the bear is built for eating them.
Its claws are perfect for digging into termite mounds. And it has a
gap between its two front teeth, so it can slurp up termites without teeth getting in the way.
Unlike other bear moms, a sloth bear mom carries her young
on her back most of the time. The babies
cling to an extra-shaggy “saddle” of fur that
grows there. There’s nothing like a
“beary-back” ride!
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Polar bears
have cool ways
of keeping
warm!

Cozy in the Cold
A polar bear is right at home in a world of ice and snow. It can keep
warm in temperatures as low as 30 degrees below zero! Under
a polar bear’s skin is a super-thick layer of fat. It’s like a built-in
blanket that holds in heat. The polar bear also has two layers
of fur: an outer layer of long hairs and a thick undercoat.
A polar bear stays warm in icy water, too. It’s a good swimmer
that can paddle for miles. This snow-white bear hunts for food both
in the ocean and on the ice. Its favorite meal? A plump seal!

Talented Tongue
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The sun bear is the world’s smallest bear. If it stood up, it would
be only a little taller than you are.
Probably the most interesting thing
about the sun bear is its 10-inchlong tongue. It’s a handy tool for
lapping up one of the bear’s favorite foods: honey. First it rips open
a tree to get to a bee nest. Then it
uses its super-long tongue to reach
the honey inside. Maybe its name
should be “honey bear”!

PICTURES (10T) ;
PAUL SOUDERS/BIOSPHOTO/M INDEN(10B) >;
MARK CARWARDIN E/NATUREPL .COM
(11)
RES
PICTU
NDEN
MATTH IAS BREITER/MI

Sleepy Time
Can you imagine taking a nap in the branches of a tree?
This black bear finds it perfectly comfy. It even uses
a branch as a pillow! As its name says, a black bear is
usually black. But some may come in other colors, such
as brown, cinnamon, blonde, gray, or even white.
Black bears aren’t just good at climbing. They’re also
good swimmers and can run pretty fast. And
when it comes to food, they aren’t picky at all.
They’ll eat anything, from plants and insects
to fish and mammals.

And that’s the end of this look at
some not-so-average bears! =

KAHOOT QUIZ!
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by Kate Hofmann

A Fr ie nd to Sn akes

Quinn Reed (12) from Minnesota loves wildlife, and she’s
always been especially interested in snakes. Last spring, Quinn
helped with a snake survey in a prairie near her home. During
a five-mile hike, she was able to capture three bullsnakes
and to record information about their size and markings.
The biggest one was seven feet long!
Quinn loves to help snakes, but snakes have helped
Quinn, too. When she was little, she was fine just with her
family. But when around other people, she would “freeze,”
unable to speak or even move. Her parents discovered
that this was something called selective mutism.
After a therapy program and lots of hard work,
Quinn now feels much less anxious around
others. She also discovered that snakes help
her feel especially calm and happy. She
volunteers at a nature center near her
home, where she helps take care of
two snakes and some other animals.
Last year, Quinn spent a day giving
a presentation about snakes to all
seven of her school’s sixth grade
science classes. It was a big deal
for someone who once couldn’t
even speak in class!
Quinn has helped many people
understand snakes better. People
think Quinn is brave to handle snakes,
but she finds that snakes bring out the
bravery inside of her.
GLORIA PETERSON; BEE ART BY DANIE

LLE JONES

Scarlett’s Superstars
Kids like you can make a difference
for wildlife and the environment. Meet
some inspiring young heroes at
RangerRick.org/superstars.
Do you have a story to share about
helping wildlife and the environment?
12

Email us at buzz@
@nwf.org. We
love hearing everyone’s stories,
but we are able to feature only a
few of them. All submissions
become the property of the
National Wildlife Federation.

In Great Britain, the number
of hedgehogs has been falling
fast. One of the reasons: Hedgehogs are running out of room to
roam. Each night, a hedgehog
travels up to a mile on its short
legs as it searches for food or
seeks a mate. The problem is
that many people’s yards and
gardens have fences and stone
walls around them, forcing

 edgies to travel on dangerous
h
roads. That’s why hedgehog
lovers across Great Britain
have come together to build
“hedgehog highways.” They
cut small holes in their fences
and walls so hedgehogs can
move safely from one yard or
garden to the next.
Some people add stairs or
ramps to help the hedgehogs
reach the holes, as well as cute
signs. In addition to making
these “highways,” people are
helping hedgies in other ways.
They leave piles of leaves and
logs for nesting and hibernating, and they build compost
piles to attract insects and
worms (which hedgehogs eat).
As many as 100 communities

have created more than 12,000
holes to help the prickly little
creatures get around—with
hopes that more and more will
turn up in gardens all over Britain.

KLEIN & HUBERT/NATUREPL.COM (13TL) >; MR. STANDFAST/ALAMY
STOCK PHOTO (13TR); RICHARD KIRBY/NATUREPL.COM (13B)

Answer to the
December–January 2022

WH
O
ARE WE
contest

The fluffy, snow-white animals
here are a Svalbard reindeer mom
and her two calves.
Reindeer live in the northernmost
parts of North America, Europe,
and Asia. (The ones in North America are called caribou.)
Svalbard reindeer live
only in a group of islands
near the North Pole in
Scandinavia. They are the
smallest of all reindeer. In
fact, you may stand just
as tall as a fully grown
Svalbard reindeer’s back!
We received lots
of postcards with the

correct I.D. The five we picked
“out of a hat” were from Matisse
Enjalbert, Rosa Mueller, Paul
Spivack, Piper Vogel, and
Henrietta York. Each winner will
receive a copy of Into the Arctic
Ice, the new book by the 2020
Ranger Rick Photographer of the
Year, Esther Horvath.
Congratulations
to everyone who
found the right
answer, even if
your name didn’t
get picked. You
are all winners!
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Pond
Search
by Ellen Lambeth
art by Phyllis Saroff

If you visit a pond,
you might notice
a few animals
on, around, or
above the water.
Here, you can see
underwater, too!
Try to find all
these pond critters
in the scene.

A water boatman
has powerful “oars.”

It’s easy to tell a
backswimmer by how
it swims upside down!

pickerelweed

green heron

green frog
water lily

duckweed

Answer key on page 39.

pondweed

A predaceous (pruh-DAY-shuss)
diving beetle breathes underwater
by carrying an air bubble.

Dragonflies hold their
wings straight out.
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Many flying insects get their
start underwater as nymphs
(NIMFS) or larvae (LAR-vee).

Yes, fishing spiders
can catch fish!
Damselflies hold their
wings along their backs.

Caddisflies are mothlike
insects with long antennae
(an-TEN-ee).

Giant water bugs
are big-time pond
predators.

Don’t let a blood-sucking
leech latch on to you!

Scuds are tiny shrimplike
creatures. Can you guess
why they’re also called
side-swimmers?

Tadpoles grow up to
be frogs or toads.

cattail

You can tell a damselfly
nymph by the three gills
on its back end.

eastern painted turtle

Dragonfly nymphs
have wider bodies than
damselfly nymphs do.
And their gills are hidden.

minnows

Many kinds of caddisfly
larvae live in cases they
make from sand, pebbles,
shells, leaf bits, or twigs.

coontail

Turn the page
to find out
how to peek
into a real
pond. =
You must look very
closely to find tiny
pond snails.

Don't get dizzy watching
whirligig beetles whirl!
Water striders—also
called pond skaters—really
do walk on water.

Water scorpions use the
long tubes on their rear
ends as snorkels.
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PEEK IN A POND
by Luise Woelflein; art by Jack Desrocher

1. SCOPE IT OUT
Approach slowly so you don’t scare away
creatures near the water. How many can you see?
What are they doing?
Are any flying over the water? Wading? Skittering across the surface? Swimming in the water or
moving along the bottom? For a clear underwater
view, use a face mask, goggles, or a homemade
water scope. Search along plant stems and look
under rocks and logs near the water’s edge.

2. SCOOP ’EM UP
Fill the pan and containers with pond water and set them
in a shady spot. Next, use your net or strainer to catch
small fish, insects, and other tiny creatures. Try these super
scooper tips:
• Scoop and skim in different places—at the surface, along
the shore, across the bottom. Check for wiggly creatures
in the muck as the water runs out.
• Hold the net just under the water’s surface. Have a
buddy hold a rock or branch found underwater over the
net and gently shake or swish off any clinging creatures
into the net.
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Put on some old sneakers or
rubber boots, grab a pal and
your explorer’s kit, and head
for the nearest pond.

3. SORT ’EM OUT
Empty whatever you find into the pan or containers.
Here’s how to see them better:
Fill an ice-cube tray or plastic egg carton with clear
pond water. Next, transfer the creatures from the collecting containers to the tray or carton. An eyedropper or
paintbrush works well to gently pick them up, one at a
time. Put each kind of creature in a separate section
of the tray. Now see if you’ve captured something that:
• has no legs
• has six legs
• has claws
• has a shell
• has a tail
• is red

• is black
• wiggles
• swims sideways
• swims upside down
• stays on the bottom of the tray
• stays at the top of the water

Note: Check pages 14-15 and a pond life field guide
to ID what you’ve caught.

4. LET ’EM GO
Gently lower the containers to the
pond water and let the creatures
swim or float out on their own.
Come back at different times of the
year to see what’s new or changed.
Make sure to keep the area clean, too.
Carry out any trash or litter you find.

Water Explo

• strainer, di rer’s Kit
p net, or aqua
rium fish ne
• shallow whi
t
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• small white
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•w
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plastic egg ca e- cube tray or
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• small paintb
rush
• hand lens
or magnifyin
g glass
• nature jour
nal and penc
il

Want to find out how
to make your own water
scope? Go online to
RangerRick.org/water-scope
for details.
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STICKY STUFF
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THOMAS KITCHIN & VICTORIA HURST/LEESONPHOTO (18L) >; ALEX HYDE (18MR); INGO ARNDT/
NATUREPL.COM (18B) >; STAFFAN WIDSTRAND/WILD WONDERS OF CHINA/NATUREPL.COM (19TL);
MARIE READ/NATUREPL.COM (19R) <

This amazing lizard, a
gecko, can climb walls
and hang upside down
. How? Its toe pads
are covered with millio
ns of tiny bristles,
called setae (SEE-tee).
The setae allow the
gecko’s feet to cling to
a surface, then peel
right back off. These fan
tastic feet inspired
a kind of tape and a wa
ll-climbing robot
with gecko-like feet!
Shellfish called musse
ls (above) stick
to rocks with flimsy-lo
oking threads that
don’t break even when
rough waves
smash them. Scientis
ts are studying the
stick y stuff at the ends
of these threads.
They hope it will help
them make a
waterproof glue that do
ctors can use
during surgery.

Spiders, whales, and lots of other animals—and
plants—have inspired some incredible inventions.
by Anne Cissel

KEEP IT CLEAN

e lotus
inventions, too! Th
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HARD HEAD
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ets, cars, airplanes
make stronger helm
spaceships!
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SLEEK SKIN

Navy ships had a proble
m:
barnacles! Barnacles
are shelled
sea creatures that oft
en stick
to the bottoms of boats
in large
numbers. This makes
boats heavier
and slower, which me
ans they
use more fuel. In the pa
st, the
Navy used harmful ch
emicals to
remove barnacles. Bu
t now the
Navy has a better optio
n: a coating
for ships that works lik
e the skin
of a shark! Shark skin
has tiny,
tooth-like scales calle
d denticles
(circle). Denticles make
it hard
for barnacles and oth
er sea life
to get a grip. Now the
ships use
less fuel, which is bette
r for the
environment!
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SHINY WINGS

The wings of the South
American blue
morpho butterfly are
iridescent (eer-uhDESS -ent). That mean
s they reflect light in
a way that makes the
colors shimmer and
shine. Scientists have
figured out a way to
put the morpho’s spec
ial iridescence
on paper money (circl
e). In
the future, countries ma
y
print their money this
way. That’ll make it
hard for someone
to make fake
bills. Step aside,
Spider-Man! It’s
a butterfly that
might stop bad
guys in real life.

CLAUDIO CONTRERA S KOOB

(20T); ALEX HYDE (20M) >; DENN

IS GRIGGS/GTPHOTO (20B);

DEBBIE HAZELWOOD/GTPHOT
O (21TR); DARRELL G. GULIN

/DRK PHOTO (21B)
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QUIET DIVER

When Japan’s super-f
ast “bullet”
trains were built, they
had a noisy
problem. Whenever on
e sped
into a tunnel, it pushed
air in front
of it. As the train zoom
ed out of
the tunnel, the air bla
sted out
and created a giant so
und wave.
BOOM! A scientist saw
that a bird
called a kingfisher ba
rely made a
splash when it dived int
o water.
He redesigned the tra
in’s front
to be as pointed and sle
ek as a
kingfisher’s head and
beak. The
train slid through the
air instead of
pushing it—with no BO
OM!

CHAR LIE HAMI LTON -JAMES/NAT
UREPL.COM (22L) >; MITSUKI/GT
PHOTO (22R); PAL HERMANSE
PHOTOS OF ORNI LUX MIKA
N/NATUREPL.COM (23TL );
DO COURTESY ARNO LD-G LAS.C
OM (23TM , 23TR); ANDREA &
BLUE PLAN ET ARCH IVE (23B)
ANTONELL A FERR ARI/
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WEB WINDOWS

Millions of birds die or
are injured each year
when they fly into wind
ows. They don’t see
the glass! Scientists no
ticed that birds don’t
usually fly through orb
-weaver spider webs.
It turns out that these
webs reflect ultraviolet
light, a type of light bir
ds can see but humans
can’t. A glass maker ma
de a coating for
window glass that is inv
isible to us but looks
similar to a spider we
b
to birds. And it works
—
birds steer clear.

WHAT WE SEE

WHAT BIRDS SEE

GRABBY GADGET

An elephant’s trunk ha
s thousands
of muscles and can lift
hundreds
of pounds. The trunk’s
skin is so
sensitive, the elephan
t can feel
an object and judge ho
w tight it
needs to hold it. Scien
tists have
now invented a trunk-lik
e robot arm
that is strong, bendy,
and sensitive.
It might be used for job
s such as
picking fruit or rescuing
someone
trapped in a tight spac
e.

WATCH IT!
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TONY WU/NATUREPL.COM (24T); ASHLEY COOPER/NATUREPL.COM (24B);
INGO ARNDT/NATUREPL.COM (25TR); COURTESY MICKPEARCE.COM (25B)
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TERMITE TOWER

eys
Some kinds of African termites build towering chimn
nests
out of mud (above) to make sure their underground
n
oxyge
need
tes
termi
the
stay comfortable. Just as we do,
and
re
eratu
and to keep their home at the right temp
r.
humidity level. The chimney works as an air conditione
natural
How? It carries air from the bottom to the top, using
stale
of
rid
gets
It
.”
“lung
air currents to make a kind of
the
air and keeps the nest at a steady temperature and
(left)
air fresh. An architect designed a building in Africa
that copies the termite towers. It stays at a comfortable
r
temperature and uses way less energy than a simila
=
too!
ion,
building next door. That means less pollut
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The Buzz on Bees
STORY BY KATHY KRANKING; ART BY THE CHARACTERSHOP

Ranger Rick and Scarlett Fox are headed to Sunny Meadow for a picnic.
They want Boomer to come but are having trouble convincing him.

C’mon,
Boomer! Why
won’t you come
with us?

Yeah, the
meadow will be
so pretty with all
the wildflowers
blooming.

The friends finally convince Boomer to
go with them. But he’s still nervous.
The flowers
are all so
pretty.

Sure, I would.
No bees? Yes,
please!

26

That’s the
problem! Flowers mean
bees. And bees mean
stingers! Remember that
I got stung by a bee
last summer?

Boomer,
relax! That was
just a fly.

Yikes!

Do you
really mean
that?

Sure do—
HEY, what are
you doing?!

Boomer,
that was an
accident—you
sat on the
bee!

Normally,
bees won’t bother
you if you don’t
bother them.

Ugh, you
know what? I
wish there were no
bees in the world
at all!

Well, you said you
wanted to live in a world
without bees. Without bees,
there would be no raspberries
to make the jam on
the sandwich.

Fine, I’ll
just have an
apple—what?!

Do the
bees know
that?

Oh, I
don’t think you
would like that,
Boomer.

Nope,
no apples
either.

Well, I
know I can
at least have
some pie—

Oh,
come on!

How can all
these things
depend on
bees?

No blueberries
to make the pie,
sorry!

Bees are one
of the animals
that help plants
make fruits.

Rick explains that plants need pollen from other plants to make
seeds and fruits. When a bee lands on a flower to drink nectar,
some pollen sticks to the bee. As the bee moves from flower to
flower, it spreads the pollen. That’s called “pollinating.”

Oh.
Well, I guess
bees ARE pretty
important.

Yikes!

Hi! I’m
Bitsy Bee.
Don’t worry, I
won’t hurt you.

Hi, Bitsy.
I’m Rick, and this
is Scarlett and
Boomer.

We sure
are!

Nice to meet
you all. I’m new in the
neighborhood. I had to
move here after what
happened in Blossom
Hollow.

What
happened?
Follow
me. I’ll show
you.
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Not all bees
are lucky enough
to find another place
to live like I did.
And we face other
problems, too.

The friends follow Bitsy until they come to the
dear.
top of a hill that overlooks Blossom Oh,
Hollow.
Huh? Why is it
called Blossom
Hollow? I don’t see
any blossoms.

Where there used
to be blossoms there
are now buildings.
That’s why I had to
move.

Like
what?

This
is terrible,
Bitsy.

Well, diseases are
harming us. And so are
pesticides that people
spray. Even climate
change hurts us, by
changing when
flowers bloom.

Hey, you
said you wanted
a world without
bees, remember?

I have an idea
for how we can help.
We can find a sunny
spot near Blossom
Hollow and plant
a garden full of
plants that bees
love!

Now that I know
how important bees
are, I’ve changed
my mind.

Well, goodbye,
everyone. It was nice
meeting you.

That would
be great.
Thank you!
That’s a
good idea,
Rick!

I used to want to
tell bees to “buzz
off.” Now I want
to tell them,
“Thank you!”

Bye,
Bitsy!

RANGER RICK’s
FIELD NOTES

aren’t the only animals that
• Bees
pollinate plants that are important

•
•
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to people. Bats, butterflies, moths,
hummingbirds, and other animals
are pollinators, too.
Bees and other pollinators need
habitat: places to find food, water,
nesting places, and shelter. People
take over habitat that pollinators
need by clearing land for towns,
roads, and farms.
National Pollinators Week this
year is June 20-26. You can
celebrate by helping pollinators in
your own yard. Visit RangerRick.org/
pollinators to find out how. To order
the best plants for pollinators in
your area, have your parents visit
GardenforWildlife.com/rr.
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Natur

Omari carefully
removes a coneflower from its pot.
After he plants it, its
nectar will feed visiting bees and butterflies. Later, birds will
eat its seeds.
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Once, this city lot was abandoned and
full of trash. Now it’s a place where
kids play, plants grow, and animals
find food and shelter.

Morgan plants a black-eyed
Susan—Maryland’s state
flower.

e
SWpac
by Hannah Schardt

by Hannah Schardt
photos by Jeffrey MacMillan

			
A busy, bustling city can be a tough place for birds,
			
butterflies, and other wildlife to survive. Connected houses
			
and businesses may stretch for blocks and blocks, with no
green spaces between them. Animals struggle to find food or shelter.
But visit Druid Heights—a neighborhood in Baltimore, Maryland—and you’ll
find a surprise in bloom. Tucked between four-story buildings is a wildlife oasis!
In 2019, some people in
the community created
this “nature play space”:
a healthy, welcoming
spot for city wildlife.
Just as important for
the kids who live nearby, it is also a safe, fun
place to play.
At first, the space
was just an empty lot,
littered with trash that people had dumped.
“When we first started the project, we took
twenty mattresses out of there—and a bunch
of car tires,” says Anthony Pressley. He was
the head of the Druid Heights Community
Development Corporation, the neighborhood
group that wanted to fix up the space.
Local wildlife needed a place to live. Local
kids needed a place to climb, run, and explore. So the community
came up with a plan to
Volunteers plant these
build something that would
colorful flowers to brighten
be both!
up the space for fall.
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Members of the Morgan State University
track and field team take a break from
cleaning and planting. The mural behind
them reads, “Define the Future.” A mural on
the opposite wall reads, “Study the Past.”

Let’s Get Planting!
A landscape architect came
up with a design for the lot.
Local groups—including the
National Wildlife Federation,
the group that publishes
Ranger Rick—helped raise
money to pay for the project.
Then people got to work!
They built a walking path, a
wooden bridge, and a spiraling stone labyrinth. In another
spot, they added a row of
uneven tree stumps: a perfect
place for kids to have fun.
Volunteers also planted
native plants—ones that grow
naturally in the area. Those
plants aren’t just beautiful.
They also make good food
and shelter for the local
birds, bees, butterflies,
and other animals. At the
32

lowest part of the lot, people
planted a rain garden to collect water that runs off nearby
streets and roofs. There, the
polluted water soaks into the
soil, rather than flowing out to
the Chesapeake Bay.

After a few hours of cleaning
and planting, Omari (above) and
brothers Bryson and Brason
(right) cool off with sweet treats.

Soon, the project was complete! The planners named it
the Elijah E. Cummings Nature
Play Space, after a famous civil
rights leader and U.S. congressman. Last fall, volunteers from
the neighborhood, a local university, and the National Wildlife
Federation gathered in Druid
Heights. The play space was two
years old, and it was ready for a
spruce-up! People picked up

Kayla plants black-eyed Susans
along a wall that borders the
play space. The bright flowers
make great food for hungry
bees and birds.

Visitors to the
play space can
walk this labyrinth
made of spiraling
stepping stones.

litter, added
new signs, and
planted 50 more
native plants.
(The photos in
this article are
from the cleanup
day.)
Now, the onceempty lot is full of
flowers and fun.
With rows of houses
towering over it in
every direction, the
blooming play space
feels like a secret
garden in the city! =

Purple asters seem to glow in the
setting sun at the Elijah E. Cummings
Nature Play Space.
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Lying back in the cool grass,
a mother bonobo (buhNOH-boh) gives her baby
a playful toss in the air.
Bonobos are great apes—
members of the same group
as chimpanzees, gorillas,
and orangutans. Scientists
once thought bonobos were
small chimpanzees. But now
we know they’re a species
all their own. These African
primates are famously friendly
and playful.
What do you think Mama
Bonobo is saying here? And
what is her baby saying? Send
your funny ideas to
Say What?
Ranger Rick
11100 Wildlife Center Dr.
Reston, VA 20190-5362
E-mail: rick@nwf.org
ZSSD/MINDEN PICTURES >
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Why do pigs wallow in mud?
To find out, copy the words
for each puzzle piece
where they fit on this
wild boar. Then read
the message.

mud also
skin
of
their

Pigs

bites.

protects
from insect

chill
cool

sweat,
by

so they
can’t

in

out

rolling
The coat

mud.

H O G
__ __ __ not cold
__ __ __ to spoil
Help Pigwiz change
a hog and pig into
other animals. For
each one, start at the
top and change one
letter at a time to make
new words. The clues
will help you.

__ __ __ large mouse cousin

P I G
__ __ __ deep hole
__ __ __ soup pan
__ __ __ small bed
__ __ __ animal that gives milk
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WARTHOG

All pigs have bendable
snouts with flat ends.
But not all pigs
look alike.

WILD BOAR

Check out these
amazing wild pigs! Fit the red part
only of each one’s name into the puzzle below.
Careful—some names fit in more than one place,
so use the letters already in the puzzle to
help you find the right places.
GIANT
FOREST
4
8
6
HOG
I G
1

3
5

BEARDED PIG
7

PECCARY

2

U s e t h e n umb e r s
i n t h e p uzzl e t o c r a c k
the code and write the
n a me o f t h i s w i l d p i g .

__ __ __ __ __ __ __ __
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RED RIVER HOG

4

2

7

1

5

8

6

3

BUSHPIG

There are many different breeds of farm pigs. Here’s how to find
out the name of this all-American breed: Each number in the code
below stands for a missing letter in the alphabet. Fill in the blanks
with the correct missing letters.

Piggly Riddles: 1-warthog,
2-bacon and legs,
3-a pork-u-pine
Down on the Farm: Hampshire
BONUS: babirusa
2
7

L5NO6Q78T
G34JK
UVW
F
2
D
XY
C
H ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___
Z
1B

5
3
1

4

8

I G

6

Wild Faces:
Word Wizard:
1-hog→hot→rot→rat
2-pig→pit→pot→cot→cow
Marvelous Mud: Pigs can’t
sweat, so they chill out by
rolling in cool mud. The coat of
mud also protects their skin
from insect bites.

1 What do you get if you cross
a pig with a toad? (It’s one of
the animals in the game at left.)

Piggy Pizza: 1-S, 2-H, 3-P,
4-O, 5-Y, 6-G

A __ __ __ __ __ __ __
2 What do you get if you cross
a pig with a centipede?
(Cross off the letters
B G
in the word PIG and
C P
write the leftover
A I
letters in the
L I
blanks below.)
__ __ __ __ __ __ __ __
G __
__ __ __

I
G
N
E

A
O
P
G

G
N
I
S

P
I
D
P

3 What do you get if
you cross a pig with a
tree? (Cross off the
letters in the word
HOG and write the
leftover letters in the
blanks to the right.)

G A OH
GHO R
K OUO
ON G E
__

P
G
P
H

O
G
I
H

O __ __ –
__ __

__ – __ __ __ __

3

ANSWER KEY FOR POND SEARCH (PAGES 14–15)
2

6
7

4

11

8
11

15

14
16

17

5
13

8

8
10

12
14

18

9

5

10

1

6
16

13
18

14

13
17

16

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

predaceous diving beetle
dragonfly
damselfly
fishing spider
caddisfly
pond snail
water strider
whirligig beetle
water scorpion

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

backswimmer
water boatman
giant water bug
leech
scud
tadpole
damselfly nymph
dragonfly nymph
caddisfly larva
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Iguana
eat you!

